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About This Game

Something for the heart, something for the mind. “Magic Flute” is a puzzle-based adventure game that will challenge your wits
while enchanting you with a magical vision of a world full of wonders. Within it, the players will discover 32 spatial puzzles
placed in a beautiful scenery of Mozart’s classic opera. Making their way through, they will be following a story of a journey

into the unknown, bravery and – of course – love!

•A puzzle game featuring music and the story of ‘The Magic Flute’.
•32 diverse, fun levels that can be completed in more than one way.

•A professional voice actor narrating the game to bring more depth to the story.
•Art direction inspired by the Tokyo production and set design, directed by Amon Miyamoto.

•3 playable characters who need to work together to overcome all the devious puzzles.
•Beautiful cinematic cutscenes complementing the magical tale.

The Tokyo staging of “Magic Flute” by the renowned stage director Amon Miyamoto opened up the audience to a whole new,
video game-inspired vision of opera. One of its highlight features was a multimedia projection bringing the magic to life. The

Poland-based team of its authors now invites you into a journey that in a unique way combines the modern world of video
games with the magical realm of opera.

***DISCLAIMER: Game's interface is NOT optimized for Apple RETINA displays.
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Title: Magic Flute
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
LabLike Sp. z o.o.
Publisher:
LabLike Sp. z o.o.
Release Date: 17 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or later

Processor: 1.4Ghz or Higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 compatible video card with 256 MB shared or dedicated RAM (ATI or NVIDIA)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1800 MB available space

English,Japanese,Polish
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I don't recommend this game, it's a mobile port grindfest. I just wanted a nice classical roguelike, with a decent presentation,
and this game is just tedious to play, no real sense of adventure, dungeons are dull, heroes are so disposable that you don't know
what to do with them, combat is meh. Even for 2$ in a bundle I feel I have wasted my time (and money).. So far so good.
Exactly what I was expecting for a Tetris game on VR. The dev team seems to be quick and effective to respond on issues (it's
early access so I don't mind issues). If you are a Tetris fan give this game a shot, it will only get better with time and feedbacks.
Affordable enjoyable game with good ambiance (I love how the floor and the background synch with the music and all).

Also 40% promotion on release ? alright.. i like retro army very much , and I will explain why ..
evrey game that they make is just pure fun .
the fun i used to have from games i playd in my childhood
i truly hope they will keep the games coming and will not lose thier charm over the time .
retro army thank you so much!
. What a terrible experience. Win the ugly enemies indeed.. I've been following this game ever since the kickstarter and i love
this game. It's a great concepte for a game. But i'm sad to say, this game is just not worth 20 dollers. I bought this on a sale when
the game out for about 5 dollers which is what this game is worth. Now with updates, this game has gotten better over time, but
come on, can you guys not put in more than 5 levels. Now if they add a good amount of songs and that ship upgrade system
they've been talking about, maybe it will be worth the price.
  But if your a dubstep fan like i am, you will like what this game is and has to offer.. Highly disappointing, does not have
anything to do about breeding with aliens.. Great fun with friends!. Good game, and in my opinion the best Rugby League
simulator out there. The staff are very helpful and responsive, these games will only improve as time goes on and that is a
testament to them. Support this game!. I was like everyone who gotten this game, that couldn't wait to play it once it got
released. So, I've been playing this nice game since Monday. I didn't want to jump the gun and give it a review yet until I try
everything with it, including trying the three boss's.

I understand it is an early access no problem, which is good because I could hopefully give some good and bad feedback.
Here is the good feedback it is a beautiful game, good sound, good envourment, good concept of transporting goods to towns.
That's the good feedback
 Now the bad. The time of complete the mission, its too fast. I should be able to transport like 20 coal, plus 20 lumber in one
day and still able to finish transporting Iron Ore at the same day. The constent pain of repairing my train every trip. I think I
should be able to repair my train once a week or so. I don't know because it was very difficult to get my missions done and
worrying rather the main mission is pass or not. I tried three boss's like I said and I had, a hard time getting the main mission
done. So, my answer to people to get this game or not. Its up to them, but as of right now I think I should wait.
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Just got this last night, and dug in today for the first time. Super impressed with this title. Does not give the impression of Early
Access at all, the game is smooth, slick and fast. I highly recommend this to any fan of fast paced RTS games, perfectly hits the
balance of challenging gameplay possibilities with very easy out of the gate play!

Nice little treat, get it while it's discounted! Can't wait to watch it grow!!. So many memories from this game!!!! i was 9 when i
play it for first time :) good old days when games are so good without good grapchics.. I've managed to get all but one ending for
Who is Mike so there are spoilers ahead.

You play as Mike, an ordinary guy who suddenly wakes up in his living room with a bit of amnesia from possibly a few hours
ago. The only other person in the room with you is none other than yourself. The question is are you the real Mike?

First of all, the story line is intriguing: the tension between both Mikes and Sarah (depending on one of the choices you make)
works really well. One of the reasons why it succeeds in this is the music. It's disonant yet simplistic sound creates great tension
in it's darkened setting. The characters are interesting and their dialogue is enough to gauge their personalities. The artwork is
absolutely beautiful and matches the grittiness to this tale.

However, the story itself is very short (but it can be shorter depending on your choices) and for a visual novel, you don't get to
interact that much in terms of choosing how to answer or make your decision. Speaking of decisions, it lets itself down a little
when you make some important choices.  The fake in the story is some kind of life draining demon, who can shape-shift into
their victims and pretty much steal their identity. Depending on how you play the game, you could either die by leaving the
house and inadvertedly let the demon drain your soul/life force, get shot by Sarah (Mike's girlfriend) when attacking the 'Fake
Mike' or get stabbed by the demon when they transform into Sarah (only if you decide not shoot her). Focusing on the first two
deaths, you as the player would either be the real Mike or the fake Mike, but it depends on how you respond to the questions
Sarah asks both Mikes. You wonder who's persective you were playing from in the first place once you obtain the endings,
where both Mikes end up in a fist fight. I was certinly confused when I played through again. 

Saying that, if you're looking for a visual novel with a good storyline where you can discuss your theories, and what's going on
and you want to feel a lot of tension between characters, this game will satisfy those needs. Just over look what I said in the
spoiler part and you should be fine.

I give this game 7/10 .. Buy the bundle that includes this DLC and the game. It only costs two more dollars than the game does,
so you save yourself three bucks. Worth it by far.. Absolutely amazing design, extremely simple concept yet frustratingly
difficult to clear!. This game sucks. I had to change my mouse polling rate to get the mouse to work properly. The tutorial is
bugged so the escorts don't even fly to the gate. I had to watch a youtube of the tutorial to do the tutorial because the controls are
so weird.

I then start a game on easy. My ship has no weapon system or fighters. There are two fighters off to the side but they neutral and
no indication of how you would load them. Selection and docking don't work. The gate is broken so you can't go anywhere. Any
time you fly towards anything you are attacked by pirates and killed because you have no weapons. Yeah two hours of
frustration. I'd like my money back.
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